Lava Lamps
Materials:
-empty water bottle
-vegetable oil
-water
-food coloring
-alka-seltzer tablets
Instructions:
-fill empty water bottle ⅔ full with vegetable oil
-fill rest up with water, leaving a little space at the top
-add food coloring
-stir with a chopstick or something that will fit
into the bottle. *Do not shake*
-Break alka-seltzer into 4 pieces
-drop in 1 piece at a time
**Notes**
-notice how water sinks below vegetable oil
-oil and water do not mix
-water is heavier
-food coloring will only mix with water
-don’t shake; shaking the mixture will cause bubbles to
form in the oil which makes the effect of the lava lamp
less stellar
-works over and over; screw cap on and try again a few
days later
-all you need is more alka-seltzer
https://www.noguiltmom.com/kids-activity-make-your-own-lava-lamp/

Lemon Volcanoes
Materials:
-Lemons
-baking soda
-food coloring
-craft stick
-dish soap
-tray
-cup & spoons
Instructions:
-(adults) slice the bottom of a lemon to make it sit flat.
Flip it over and slice out the core. *if you are making an
open faced volcano, slife the lemon in half*
-prepare extra lemon juice by slicing a second lemon in half & juicing it. POur
extra juice into the cup and set aside.
-place cored lemon on a tray. Use a stick to mush the center of the lemon & bring
out juices. *be sure to keep the lemon juice in the lemon.
-add a few drops of food coloring in the center of the lemon
-add a good squeeze of dish soap to the lemon
-add a spoonful of baking soda. (should start to fizz) take craft stick and stir
-to keep the reaction going, add more baking soda, food coloring, dish soap, and
reserved juice alternatively.
https://babbledabbledo.com/science-activity-kids-lemon-volcano/

Rainbow Jar
Materials:
-tall- see through container
-honey
-light corn syrup
-dish soap (preferably blue/green)
-olive oil
-rubbing alcohol
-water
-food coloring
-dropper
Instructions:
-Pour honey into container *be sure to pour into the
middle*
-pour corn syrup (color it with purple food coloring)
*pour in middle*
-add dish soap *pour in middle*
-add water (dyed blue with food coloring)
-add in olive oil *pour in middle*
-add fairly thick layer
-rubbing alcohol (color it with red food coloring)
**Notes**
-if you pour rubbing alcohol straight in, it will probably
pick up the blue food coloring you used in the water &
the rainbow will be ruined.
-use dropper to drop the rubbing alcohol along the side
of the jar
https://www.playdoughtoplato.com/rainbow-jar/

Color-Changing Milk
Materials:
-milk
-food coloring
-dish soap
-cotton swabs
-large dinner plate

Instructions:
-Pour enough milk in the dinner plate to cover the
bottom. Allow the milk to settle.
-Add one drop of each of the four colors of food
coloring to the milk. Keep the drops close together
in the center of the plate of milk.
-Now place a drop of liquid dish soap on the end of
the cotton swab. Place the soapy end of the cotton
swab back in the middle of the milk and hold it
there for 10 to 15 seconds
https://www.scholastic.com/parents/kids-activities-and-printables/activitiesfor-kids/math-and-science-ideas/home-science-experiments-color-changing-milk.html

OObleck
Materials:
-1 part water
-1.5 to 2 parts cornstarch
-small amount of food coloring
(optional)
Instructions:
-Start with the water in a bowl and add the cornstarch a
bit at a time.
-Keep stirring until it has a gooey consistency. You may
want to use your hands.
-When the oobleck is just right, slowly add food
coloring, if you want. This can be a challenge to get it
mixed properly.

https://www.livescience.com/21536-oobleck-recipe.html

Bubble Rainbow
Materials:
-A SOCK
-LIQUID DISH SOAP
-PLASTIC BOTTLE
-FOOD COLORING
iNSTRUCTIONS:
-Cut the bottom off of the plastic bottle. If this is a
project for kids, leave this part to an adult.
-Slip a sock over the cut end of the bottle. If you
like, you can secure it with a rubber band or ponytail holder. Otherwise, a small
sock fits just fine or you can hold the sock over the bottle manually.
-Squirt dishwashing liquid into a bowl or plate. Mix in a little water to thin it out a
bit.
-Dip the sock end of the bottle into the dishwashing solution.
-Blow through the mouth of the bottle to make a bubble snake.
-To make a rainbow, stripe the sock with food coloring. Apply more coloring for a
more intense rainbow or to "recharge" the sock if you need more bubble solution.
-Rinse yourself with water when you're done. The food coloring will stain fingers,
clothes, etc. This is best done outdoors while wearing old clothes. You can rinse
your homemade bubble wand and let it air dry if you wish to use it again.

TERRAERIUM
MAATERIALS:
-mASON jAR
-wATER
-dIRT
-Moss
-Rocks
-Sticks
-ANY OUTDOOR PLANTS
iNSTRUCTIONS:
-Find an appropriate container. Glass jars, fish bowls
and tanks. Just make
sure there is enough room to reach your hand into your
container.
-Clean the container using soapy water and rinse well. Dry completely.
-Cover the bottom of the container WITH pea gravel for drainage. This mimics
the bedrock found under our soils and allows access water to drain from the
soil. -Next fill the container to approximately one-third to one-half full with moist
potting mix. The amount of soil you put in will depend on the size of the container
You should use a sterilized potting soil mix to avoid problems with molds and
fungi
-Next add your plants. You need to look for plants that are small, slow-growing,
and perform well in humid environments.
-In addition to plant material, you can also be creative and add other objects to
create mini-landscape scenes.
-After planting, attach the container lid or cover with plastic. Place the terrarium in
a windowsill with indirect lighting or under grow lights. Do not place it in strong
direct sunlight or water will evaporate too quickly and plants may scorch.

GALAXY JAR
MATERIALS:
-mASON JAR
-COTTON BALLS
-pAINT
-gLITTER
-wATER
INSTRUCTIONS:
-Fill 1/3 of the jAR with water to begin!
-Add several drops of acrylic tempera paint to the water, put the
lid on your mason jar, and shake to mix the paint and water.
-Add a bit of fine glitter to the water and paint solution.These are
stars in your galaxy! A silver glitter would twinkle nicely, don’t you think!
-Stretch out and elongate your cotton balls, adding them to the water until the
bottom is filled with cotton, pressing them down into the water with a STICK.
-Fill the final 1/3 of the jar with water and repeat steps 2-4
-Now you have created a GORGEOUS gALAXY jAR!

TRAVELING RAINBOWS
MATERIALS:
-5 CLEAR CONTAINERS
-FOOD COLORING
-PAPER TOWELS
-WATER
INSTRUCTIONS:
- FIRST START BY FILLING THE JARS
HALF-WAY WITH WATER.
- ADD THE DESIRED FOOD COLORING TO
THE JARS
- MIX THEM WELL. YOU MAY HAVE AS MANY COLORS AS YOU LIKE.
- FOLD THE PAPER TOWELS LONG WAYS (HOT DOG STYLE).
- pLACE THE END OF ONE PAPER TOWEL IN THE COLORED JAR AND THE
OTHER END INTO THE OTHER JAR OF YOUR CHOOSING.
- wATCH AS THE COLORS CLIMB UP THE PAPER TOWEL AND EVEN MIX
WITH THE OTHER COLOR.

LEGO BOATS
mATERIALS:
- LEGOS
- SINK/TUB/BOWL OF WATER
INSTRUCTIONS:
- hAVE THE KIDS TRY AND DESIGN AND CREATE A BOAT THAT WILL FLOAT.
- tHEY MAY USE LEGOS, CARDBOARD, OR ANY OTHER MATERIALS THEY
SEE FIT FOR THEIR DESIGN.
- hOW LONG DOES IT FLOAT? WHAT MAKES IT FLOAT? CAN YOU MAKE IT
BIGGER? IF IT SINKS WHAT COULD YOU DO DIFFERENT?

